Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
In general robotic systems are composed by a multitude of software and hardware components which are susceptible to faults. In majority of systems, such component faults can lead to an unexpected behaviour and potentially wrong of those systems and also to loosing the supplied services.
Some systems are designed to be fault tolerant which means that in case of malfunction of a component, the system will present a well known behaviour or will "hide" from the user the malfunction of those components (the correcting actions are executed automatically) -which means that it will continue to provide the specified service despite of malfunctions. In many cases wrong behaviour in case of malfunction can lead to important economic loss.
Understanding and designing fault tolerant distributed systems is a recognized difficulty because in the same time must know the normal behaviour of the system but also the complex situation that occur in case of a malfunction of a component. The difficulty of this activity is increased also because the lack of a structural coherent concepts and using a confusing terminology. That's why, some basic architectural concepts, and a short fault and paradigm classification used for structuring the fault tolerant software are presented in this paper.
Production flows are nowadays modular, which means that each module in the enterprise is specialized and used to achieve a particular task. In many cases the modules are connected and materials are sequentially processed in each module resulting in a final, unique product or assembly. One typical such production module is a flexible cell/system using multiple robots. To obtain fault tolerance, the architecture of a distributed system must include redundant handling components.
The paper describes a system which can be used to unify, control and observe the cell's devices (in particular each robotvision system) from a remote location, e.g. the CAM/CAQC server linked to other design and planning compartments.
II. FAULTS: CLASSIFICATION AND SEMANTIC
A server has a correct behave if his answer to a request is consistent in rapport with the description of the service provided by this server. We are talking about malfunction when the behaviour of the server disrespects the service description. Considering the server behaviour the following types of malfunctions are distinguished. a) Byzantine malfunction: when the malfunction is arbitrary and the server behaviour is fully random. b) Timing malfunction: when the server response is correct by the behave point of view, but has a bigger delay than the waiting time specified for a correct behave. c) "Omission" type malfunction: when the server "forget" to answer to the clients requests. d) Answer malfunction: when the server answer is wrong (as value). e) Crash: when the server is not answering to any request until the system is restarted. Depending on the way the server begin to function at restart, there are few types of crash:
• cash with amnesia: the starting state is predefined and do not depend on the state preceding the crash; • crash with partial amnesia: the server keep only a part of his state preceding the crash, the rest being reset to a previous predefined state; • crash with pause: the server, after an amount of time, takes the state preceding the crash. f) Halting -crash: when the server never retakes the state of functioning.
A. Fault Semantic
When the actions for retaking the functioning state after detecting the malfunction, are programmed, it is important to know the server behaviour to each defect. Therefore, in a fault tolerant system it is necessary to extend the server standard specifications in such a way to include, onto the normal functioning semantic (without defect), also the fault semantic that can occur. Here the "semantic" term is used with the sense of "behaviour".
The designer of such fault tolerant systems must assure the implement of a well defined and convenient fault semantic at the level of each system part.
Depending on the imposed restrictions for such behaviour we can classify the fault semantic in "strong" semantics and "loose" semantics. If the specified behaviour in case of defect is more restrictive, the malfunction semantic is stronger and if the behaviour is freer, the semantic is looser. The most loose semantic is the random semantic (any behaviour is permitted).
In general if the malfunction semantic is more loose then the server is more expensive and more complicated to implement.
III. THE PARADIGM OF THE STRUCTURE OF FAULT TOLERANT

SOFTWARE
Those paradigms have been developed to help programmers to structure the fault tolerant software. So, each of those paradigms is used for miscellaneous applications reducing the developing complexity of those applications.
Fault tolerance in any system implies a redundancy form. There are two kinds of redundancy in time and space. Redundancy in time means that the activity (computation) of a defected server is launched again on the same processor (after the malfunction cause has been eliminated) or on another and repeated after is completed with success. Redundancy in space implies simultaneous execution of server activities on several processors in parallel, then by voting the final result is chosen.
The most important paradigms for the proposed objectives are:
• Transactions: software structuring mechanism for applications which access shared data (typically for data bases). The system guarantees three properties for transactions: atomicity, order and consistence. If a malfunction appears during a transaction or if the order cannot be guarantee then the system execute again the transaction to keep the coherence of the system states.
• Check pointing: mechanism which, in case of malfunction, the activity (computation) can be restarted from a coherent state preceding the malfunction, state which is periodically memorized on a stable magnetic support. The anterior memorized states are named check points. The rehabilitation of the system starting from a check point is named recovery.
• Replicated State Machine: the provided service is executed in parallel on few processors (collection of duplicated servers). The requests of each client are sent to every copy (atomic broadcast) where are treated in a deterministic way.
• Passive replication: a service is implemented on few processors but only one is active (primary) and treat the clients requests. If the first copy is malfunction, his activity is retaken from the point of failure by another process (secondary backup).
IV. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM
The system is composed by two applications (Fig. 1. ): 1. The Server Application (SA): Remote visual control and monitoring of multiple robot controllers from mobile and stationary matrix cameras (runs on Supervisor PC).
• Visual control: the Server Application supports almost all V+ and AdeptVision program instructions and monitor commands. The robot training and control is interactivemenu-driven and acknowledged by image display in a VISION window. Some of the main functions available in this window are: choice of the physical and virtual cameras and of the image buffers; selecting the display mode and resolution; histogram and average curve contrast analysis; selection of switches and parameters for virtual camera construction; display of vision system status; training and planning multiple ObjectFinder models for recognition and locating [1] ; learning fingerprint models for collision-free grasping; editing, saving, loading and running V+ programs.
• Monitoring: a Monitoring/Treatment scheme can be defined for each Client/Controller (the latter can be selected from a drop-down list of robot controllers connected to the server, by adding/removing them from the Client window). For each client a list of events and controller variables to be monitored according to a userdefinable timing and precedence, and reacted at by userdefinable actions/sequences can be specified in an Automatic Treatment Window [2] .
• Access to image pixels: Images taken over from clients are stored in a standard format allowing accessing the individual pixels for specialized treatment; the processed images, extracted features or computed measurements can be stored or transferred back to the client for further use.
• Communication management: the Server Application manages the communication with the robot controllers and the observation cameras, transfers real-time images from the cameras observing the robot workplace and production environment, reports status information, stores in a database and displays images taken by the robot camera via its controller. Finally, the SA outputs commands which are received from the eClients or acknowledges task execution.
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V. THE SUPERVISING FUNCTION
The server application (Supervisor PC) is capable to command and supervise multiple client stations. The material flow is supervised using the client stations and the status from each station is recorded into a data base.
For the supervising function a variable and signals list is attached to each client (Fig. 2) . The variables and signals are verified by the clients using a chosen strategy, and if a modification occurs, the client sends to the server a message with the state modification. Supervising can be based on a predefined timing or permanent.
If the status of a signal or variable is changed the server analyze the situation and take a measure to treat the event, so each client has a list of conditions or events that are associated with a set of actions to be executed (Fig. 3) . This feature removes much more from the human intervention, the appropriate measures being taken by a software supervisor.
When the supervise mode is selected, the server sends to the client the variable list to be supervised and the time interval when the client must verify the status of the variables (in the case when the supervise mode is periodical).
The events which trigger response actions can be produced by reaction programs run by the controller or by special user commands from the terminal. The list of actions contains direct commands for the robot and program execution commands (EXECUTE, CALL).
VI. THE SOLUTION FOR THE DESIGN OF A COMMUNICATION LEVEL FAULT TOLERANT
The communication level represents the key element of the management systems and command integrated with robot controllers of FMC.
A critical aspect in designing a communication level is the building, partitioning and the on-line/off-line data bases transfer, fact that involve the multiplication of the communication links insuring the a global fault tolerant behaviour. So, it must deal the interoperability on the dynamic aspect, allowing the modules connected to the communication system to cooperate between them. The features announced above belong to a communication level which must combine the reliability and the performance of an industrial network with the building simplicity of a communication system used for parallel applications executed on multiprocessor machines.
To design such a communication system, at the level of Controllers (C) will be used the results from the parallel informatics with reference to the communication and process cooperation. In a normal way (without malfunctions in the FMC), each controller is connected to the communication network. If in the setup stage of the manufacturing or during the manufacturing, a controller is malfunctioning, another controller will take the tasks. To make this possible we need to make available the data bases on each controller, and also a commutation of the informational routes with the help of the network. The availability is assured by software redundancy which involve keeping at least one replica of each data base.
A. CIM data base preservation
The data base preservation is realized by using a shared memory named Tuple Space (TS) [3] The out operation inserts a tuple in TS and the extraction is realized by the in operation. Searching of a appropriate tuple is made using a model (template). A model matches a tuple if they have the same logic name, the same number of parameters and the parameters have the same type and values. If there is no tuple that match the model then the process which has executed the in operation remain blocked until the corresponding tuple will appear. The read operation is like the in operation with the exception that read does not erase the tuple from TS. The eval operation creates a dynamic tuple (a process which is executed in parallel with the process which has executed the eval operation). The result of this process is stored in TS as a regular tuple.
B. Tuple distribution.
In the proposed architecture the TS of the system, in particular the CIM data base, is distributed on the controller's network. The distribution is achieved at two levels (Fig. 4.) , first establish the C and the second establish, at C level, the entry where the data will be stored.
First level select the C which has the physical resources referred by data and the second level select an entry depending on the tuple logical name, each entry being the beginning of a FIFO list of tuples.
C. Copy management and coherency between the copies.
The copies management algorithms represent an important part which achieves the fault tolerance by data redundancy. The solutions in this domain are divided in two classes: centralized management and distributed management.
• Centralized management: the original C makes the data duplication. • Distributed management: the process which request the access to write in TS send the tuple to the copies locations. For the described CAM architecture a redundancy of minimum two different locations of the same data (tuple) was chosen as is presented in Fig. 5 .
It is obvious that two classes of solutions is more convenient because, allows the transaction to be made with only one C, in the first solution the original C had to make everything and became critical resource, on the other way, avoid the supplementary load of one of the duplicated C. The nondeterministic access to tuples and the associative selection makes uncertain the extraction of the same tuple from the two C (original and copy).
To solve this problem were used the request numbers (rn) which uniquely identify every out request at every TS. The request number is established by the original C and transferred to his replica using the appellant process. In this way the tuple will have the same rn in each location and the coherency is assured.
D. Data base restoring mechanism
The logical stages that a system must accomplish are: malfunction detection; blocking every process during the reconfiguration; data redistribution; unblocking the previous blocked processes. The data redistribution stage represents the database "rebuilding", in fact the data base replica rebuilding. So the purpose of this stage is that for a network with n C, in the case of a C malfunction, to keep the same fault tolerant structure for the rest of n-1 left C. This stage is shown in Fig. 6 ., and has two sub-stages: first, the replicas are eliminated to avoid a memory saturation during the second sub-stage. Forward, a redistribution process (p_thread) handles the remaining data on each C, and sends them to the new two locations.
Malfunction detection is the first function that a fault tolerant system must offer. In the presented architecture, malfunction detection is made by the processes that use the network. The malfunction is then reported to the Supervisor PC which will decide if it is or not the case for a new reconfiguration. The chosen detection strategy uses a confirmation with timeout method, that means at each message exchange during the access to TS of a process, the process wait a confirmation (acknowledge). A process is capable to detect a malfunction only when tries to access one of servers that implement the TS. Those moments are when:
the process send a request to the server; the data transfer between server and process a result of request processing;
E. Reconfiguring the network
Rebuilding the communication route in the network represent the last step required to restart the normal behave of the FMC control system.
In case of malfunction of the communication network the following most important cases can appear: 1. if the connection between Switch and the Supervisor PC is down the remote control will be lost, but the FMC will reconfigure as follows: the controller will use the ethernet network for communication, and the controller with the first IP from the class will take the functions of the Supervisor PC. If the connexion is re-established the Supervisor PC makes a query finds the replacing controller and transfer the databases and restart the normal behave. 2. if the switch is not functioning, all the Ethernet connexions are lost, but the controllers will use the serial "network". The behave is like in the first case only that the web users can view the status from the Supervisor PC, including the images acquired by the observation cameras. 3. if a controller lose the Ethernet connexion he will use one of the two serial lines to reach the Supervisor PC depending on the cpu time of the neighbours.
VII. IMPLEMENTING RESULTS. CONCLUSIONS
Fault-tolerance is provided to the cell communication system (Fig. 7) , providing redundancy at both Station Controller level (a break down of a Robot Controller is detectable, the production tasks can be rescheduled to the remaining valid units for graceful degraded behaviour) and at Station Computer level (replication of data bases for the IBM PC-type device terminals, reassignment of computers in case of break downs). The fault tolerance solution presented in this paper is worth to be considered in environments where the production structure has the possibility to reconfigure, and where the manufacturing must assure a continuous production flow at batch level (job shop flow).
There are also some drawbacks in this solution. The spatial layout and configuring of robots must be done such that one robot will be able to take the functions of another robot in case of failure. If this involves common workspaces, programming must be made with much care using robot synchronizations and monitoring continuously the current position of the manipulator.
The advantages of the proposed solution are that the structure provides a continuous production flow with a insignificant downtime (during reconfiguration).
The solution is tested on a four-robot assembly cell located in the Robotics and IA Laboratory of the University Politehnica of Bucharest. The cell also includes a CNC milling machine and one Automatic Storage and Retrieval System, for raw material feeding and finite products storage.
During the tests the robot network has detected a number of errors (end-effector collision with parts, communication errors, power failure, etc.) The robotic network has evaluated the particular situation, and the network was reconfigured and the abandoned applications were restarted in a time between 0.2 and 3 seconds.
In the tests, as an example, was simulated the network failure. One robot (R2) was disconnected from the ethernet network, the heartbeat packet sent by the robot to the other cluster members has detected the malfunction and the robot has switched the communication using the serial line, this was done in 0.3 seconds after the ethernet cable was removed. The communication between the affected robot and his neighbours was done using the serial lines, and the communication with other robots was done by routing the communication using the ethernet line of the neighbours (R1 and R3). In this way the communication latency was reduced.
After the communication was re-established, the serial lines of the robot have been disconnected. The robot has detected the communication failure, has stopped the manipulation program and retracted the manipulator in a default position in the exterior of the working area in 0.8s.
The neighbours have sent the heartbeat packets using the serial lines and detected that they do not have any connection with the robot and announced the group leader (GL) that has removed the robot from the cluster and reconfigured the cell. (Fig. 8) The neighbour R1 that has the same working area as the affected robot R2 has loaded the variables values and the production program from the shared storage, and started the production, continuing from the point where R2 has been stopped. The cell reconfiguration from the point where the serial lines where disconnected has taken 2.2 seconds.
Another communication test was to disconnect both the serial lines and the ethernet line in the same time, in this case the cluster tested the communication sequentially and the cluster reconfiguration has taken 2.5 seconds. If the cluster is configured to test the communication lines in parallel the reconfiguration takes 2.3 seconds but the controllers process a higher communication load.
The most unfavourable situation is when a robot manipulator is down; in this case the down time is greater because the application which was executed on that controller must be transferred, reconfigured and restarted on another controller. Also if the controller still runs properly it will become group leader to facilitate the job of the previous GL.
The solution is not entierly fault tolerant, but in some situations the solution could be considered as a fault tolerant system due to the fact that even if a robot controller failed, the production continued in normal conditions.
The project is under construction. The research project will provide a portal solution for linking the existing fault tolerant pilot platform with multiple V+ industrial robot-vision controllers from Adept Technology located in different labs. 
